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AbstractAbstract
Dusty plasmas are ionized gases containing charged dust grains aDusty plasmas are ionized gases containing charged dust grains and exhibiting completely new physical features nd exhibiting completely new physical features 
such as charge variability on grains, grainsuch as charge variability on grains, grain--grain interactions, selfgrain interactions, self--organization, and formation of various stable organization, and formation of various stable 
structures. The charge on dust grains can fluctuate randomly in structures. The charge on dust grains can fluctuate randomly in response to fluctuations in plasma parameters. response to fluctuations in plasma parameters. 
The information about the charging of an isolated grain can not The information about the charging of an isolated grain can not be used for interpretation of the charging in the be used for interpretation of the charging in the 
presence of many grains. The basic processes such as grain chargpresence of many grains. The basic processes such as grain charging in dust clusters, electric potential ing in dust clusters, electric potential 
distribution around and within a charged dust cluster, interdistribution around and within a charged dust cluster, inter--grain repulsion or attraction, electron and ion number grain repulsion or attraction, electron and ion number 
density distributions are of particular interest. A new 2D Partidensity distributions are of particular interest. A new 2D Particlecle--InIn--Cell (PIC) computer code is developed to Cell (PIC) computer code is developed to 
study the process of grain charging in dust clusters and structustudy the process of grain charging in dust clusters and structures. The code allows for studies of dielectric dust res. The code allows for studies of dielectric dust 
grains of different sizes and shapes in isotropic and anisotropigrains of different sizes and shapes in isotropic and anisotropic plasmas. The 2D simulation domain is a part of c plasmas. The 2D simulation domain is a part of 
an infinite plasma with the plasma potential at boundaries set tan infinite plasma with the plasma potential at boundaries set to zero. The dust clusters are placed near the center o zero. The dust clusters are placed near the center 
of the 2D simulation box. The floating potential on grains is buof the 2D simulation box. The floating potential on grains is built by collecting plasma particles. Since ilt by collecting plasma particles. Since the PIC the PIC 
method provides a selfmethod provides a self--consistent fully kinetic description, nconsistent fully kinetic description, no assumptions are made about the plasma screening o assumptions are made about the plasma screening 
lengths, grain charge values and effective interaction potentiallengths, grain charge values and effective interaction potentials. The PIC code was used to investigate the s. The PIC code was used to investigate the 
dynamics of the charging of dust clusters in contact with plasmadynamics of the charging of dust clusters in contact with plasmas. The time dependent charging of dust clusters s. The time dependent charging of dust clusters 
and discrete fluctuations of the charge on grains are studied. Tand discrete fluctuations of the charge on grains are studied. The potential variation in grain's sheath regions, he potential variation in grain's sheath regions, 
distribution of number of plasma particles in the vicinity of thdistribution of number of plasma particles in the vicinity of the grains, and the effects of other grains are e grains, and the effects of other grains are 
investigated. The energetically favorable configurations of dustinvestigated. The energetically favorable configurations of dust clusters are found that minimize the kinetic clusters are found that minimize the kinetic 
energy of the plasma ions. This effect could be due to the changenergy of the plasma ions. This effect could be due to the changes in the es in the electrostatic influence of grains on the electrostatic influence of grains on the 
plasma structure with decreasing the separation distance betweenplasma structure with decreasing the separation distance between them that causes the multiple potential wells to them that causes the multiple potential wells to 
merge into a single potential well, thus changing the dynamics omerge into a single potential well, thus changing the dynamics of the plasma ions.f the plasma ions. Alternatively, Alternatively, the flux of the flux of 
plasma particles onto grains in a cluster can be shadowed by theplasma particles onto grains in a cluster can be shadowed by the other grains with momentum transfers from the other grains with momentum transfers from the 
outer sides larger than that from the inner sides resulting in aouter sides larger than that from the inner sides resulting in an attracting force between the dust grains. n attracting force between the dust grains. 

1. Introduction1. Introduction
Controlled manipulation, assembly, and disassembly of finite cluControlled manipulation, assembly, and disassembly of finite clusters of particles are of great importance in sters of particles are of great importance in 
physics and chemistry. Small 2D clusters of dust grains were invphysics and chemistry. Small 2D clusters of dust grains were investigated in several experiments utilizing an estigated in several experiments utilizing an 
external confining potential [1external confining potential [1--3]. It was found that the grains are arranged in stable ring3]. It was found that the grains are arranged in stable ring--like concentric shells. It like concentric shells. It 
is very difficult to create the boundaryis very difficult to create the boundary--free (unconfined) dust clusters. The effects of walls, gravity, free (unconfined) dust clusters. The effects of walls, gravity, external external 
electric or magnetic fields, ion drag forces have to be eliminatelectric or magnetic fields, ion drag forces have to be eliminated. The boundaryed. The boundary--free cluster formation could be free cluster formation could be 
possible due to the nonpossible due to the non--collective attraction (shadow forces) between the likecollective attraction (shadow forces) between the like--charged grains. An attraction of charged grains. An attraction of 
dust grains in the bulk region of the plasma with isotropic plasdust grains in the bulk region of the plasma with isotropic plasma conditions was indeed observed in a recent ma conditions was indeed observed in a recent 
experiment under microgravity conditions [4]. A boundaryexperiment under microgravity conditions [4]. A boundary--free dust cluster of the spherical shape was formed free dust cluster of the spherical shape was formed 
from a large central grain and a number of peripheral small graifrom a large central grain and a number of peripheral small grains (six times smaller). The attraction between the ns (six times smaller). The attraction between the 
grains was explained as due to the nongrains was explained as due to the non--collective shadow force of plasma particles [5]. collective shadow force of plasma particles [5]. 

Complex plasmas represent a thermodynamically open system. The lComplex plasmas represent a thermodynamically open system. The losses of electrons and ions on dust osses of electrons and ions on dust 
grains have to be compensated by external particle and energy sograins have to be compensated by external particle and energy sources. Although the complex plasma is a nonurces. Although the complex plasma is a non--
Hamiltonian system, it was recently demonstrated for two dust grHamiltonian system, it was recently demonstrated for two dust grains in a plasma sheath that the Hamiltonian ains in a plasma sheath that the Hamiltonian 
description can be used to provide valuable insights into the stdescription can be used to provide valuable insights into the stability of dust clusters [6]. If the plasma and ability of dust clusters [6]. If the plasma and 
energy supply is fast enough compensating the rate of plasma absenergy supply is fast enough compensating the rate of plasma absorption on grains, then the equilibrium charge orption on grains, then the equilibrium charge 
on dust grains is maintained by these fluxes of electrons and ioon dust grains is maintained by these fluxes of electrons and ions which continuously present after the ns which continuously present after the 
equilibrium state is reached. The system relaxes to the equilibrequilibrium state is reached. The system relaxes to the equilibrium in several ion plasma periods. The stationary ium in several ion plasma periods. The stationary 
state with certain distributions of potential, electric field, estate with certain distributions of potential, electric field, electron and ion densities is established around the lectron and ion densities is established around the 
dusty grains. The changes of the kinetic and potential energy cadusty grains. The changes of the kinetic and potential energy can indicate the charging of grains and the buildn indicate the charging of grains and the build--up up 
of a sheath within a dust cluster. The kinetic and potential eneof a sheath within a dust cluster. The kinetic and potential energy of the entire plasmargy of the entire plasma--dust system can serve as dust system can serve as 
an indicator for reaching the steady state. The results of our Pan indicator for reaching the steady state. The results of our PIC simulations of small 2D dust clusters consisting IC simulations of small 2D dust clusters consisting 
of 2, 3, 7 and 19 insulating grains with variable interof 2, 3, 7 and 19 insulating grains with variable inter--grain separations are presented. The kinetic, potential and grain separations are presented. The kinetic, potential and 
total energy of the plasmatotal energy of the plasma--dust system are investigated as a function of grain configuratiodust system are investigated as a function of grain configurations and separations. ns and separations. 

2. Computational Model2. Computational Model

2.1. Particle2.1. Particle--inin--Cell CodeCell Code
We have developed a 2D PIC code to model the dust clusters in isWe have developed a 2D PIC code to model the dust clusters in isotropic and anisotropic plasmas. The code is otropic and anisotropic plasmas. The code is 
written in mixed Fortranwritten in mixed Fortran--90/C++ language. Many technical details implemented in our self90/C++ language. Many technical details implemented in our self--consistent 2D PIC consistent 2D PIC 
scheme are conventional to PIC plasma models described in classischeme are conventional to PIC plasma models described in classical textbooks [7]. The cal textbooks [7]. The fundamental stepsfundamental steps of of 
our PIC implementation: 1) the electron and ion macroour PIC implementation: 1) the electron and ion macro--particles are assigned Cartesian coordinates and particles are assigned Cartesian coordinates and 
velocities within a 2D computational domain; 2) the spatial gridvelocities within a 2D computational domain; 2) the spatial grid over the computational domain is created; 3) the over the computational domain is created; 3) the 
charge of electron and ion macrocharge of electron and ion macro--particles in each cell is distributed among the nearest grid poiparticles in each cell is distributed among the nearest grid points; 4) the charge nts; 4) the charge 
density on the grid is then used as the source in the Poissondensity on the grid is then used as the source in the Poisson’’s equation which is solved numerically producing s equation which is solved numerically producing 
the electrostatic potential at each grid point; 5) the electric the electrostatic potential at each grid point; 5) the electric field is evaluated on the grid; 6) the force due to the field is evaluated on the grid; 6) the force due to the 
electric field is interpolated from the discrete grid to the plaelectric field is interpolated from the discrete grid to the plasma macrosma macro--particle locations; 7) plasma macroparticle locations; 7) plasma macro--
particle velocities and positions are advanced on the time step.particle velocities and positions are advanced on the time step. Unique featuresUnique features of our PIC model are accurate of our PIC model are accurate 
resolution of 1) finite size of small dust grains and 2) trajectresolution of 1) finite size of small dust grains and 2) trajectories of plasma macroories of plasma macro--particles close to the dust particles close to the dust 
grains with treatment of short range forces using direct plasma grains with treatment of short range forces using direct plasma particleparticle--grain force calculations. A number of grain force calculations. A number of 
reduced time steps are used for plasma macroreduced time steps are used for plasma macro--particles in the vicinity of dust grains to describe their trajeparticles in the vicinity of dust grains to describe their trajectories. ctories. 
This implementation was required to correctly determine the charThis implementation was required to correctly determine the charge and floating potential on grains. The multige and floating potential on grains. The multi--
frontal massively parallel solver, MUMPS, is used to solve the Pfrontal massively parallel solver, MUMPS, is used to solve the Poisson equation at each time step. It is an oisson equation at each time step. It is an 
accurate direct method based on lower and upper matrix factorizaaccurate direct method based on lower and upper matrix factorization. The MUMPS solver utilizes the MPI tion. The MUMPS solver utilizes the MPI 
library for message passing and uses the BLAS, BLACS, and library for message passing and uses the BLAS, BLACS, and ScaLAPACKScaLAPACK libraries. libraries. 
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SummarySummary
 The focus of this work was on understanding the underlying physThe focus of this work was on understanding the underlying physical processes ical processes 
involved in the charging of preconfigured dust clusters in isotrinvolved in the charging of preconfigured dust clusters in isotropic and opic and 
anisotropic plasmas. During the charging in the isotropic plasmaanisotropic plasmas. During the charging in the isotropic plasma, the grains , the grains 
acquire both the large negative charge and the floating potentiaacquire both the large negative charge and the floating potential at which the l at which the 
electron and ion currents onto the grain's surface cancel each oelectron and ion currents onto the grain's surface cancel each other. The sheath is ther. The sheath is 
built and plasma distribution is changed within the dust clusterbuilt and plasma distribution is changed within the dust cluster. At high ion drift . At high ion drift 
flows, the charge on one of grains in the dust cluster switches flows, the charge on one of grains in the dust cluster switches to a positive value. to a positive value. 
 The number density of ions in the vicinity of a dust cluster isThe number density of ions in the vicinity of a dust cluster is much greater than much greater than 
that in an unperturbed plasma. Each dust grain is surrounded by that in an unperturbed plasma. Each dust grain is surrounded by a dense cloud of a dense cloud of 
ions. At small separations between grains these ionic clouds oveions. At small separations between grains these ionic clouds overlap forming a rlap forming a 
uniform cloud of ions within the area of a dust cluster. The numuniform cloud of ions within the area of a dust cluster. The number density of ber density of 
plasma electrons is much lower within the dust cluster. The clouplasma electrons is much lower within the dust cluster. The cloud of ions is blown d of ions is blown 
out by the ion drifting flow forming the ion wake region behind out by the ion drifting flow forming the ion wake region behind the dust cluster.the dust cluster.
 The number of ions in the computational domain and their kinetiThe number of ions in the computational domain and their kinetic energy c energy 
increase with increasing the number of grains in the cluster. Thincrease with increasing the number of grains in the cluster. The number of e number of 
electrons decreases and their kinetic energy is nearly unchangedelectrons decreases and their kinetic energy is nearly unchanged. The kinetic, . The kinetic, 
potential and total energies of the plasmapotential and total energies of the plasma--dust system are all affected by the dust system are all affected by the 
change of interchange of inter--grain separations. grain separations. 
 There are energetically favorable configurations of dust clusteThere are energetically favorable configurations of dust clusters with certain rs with certain 
interinter--grain separations even for 2 and 3 grains when the total energy grain separations even for 2 and 3 grains when the total energy of the of the 
plasmaplasma--dust system is lower by ~1dust system is lower by ~1--2 2 nJnJ compared to dust configurations with well compared to dust configurations with well 
separated grains. The energy minimum is shifted to larger interseparated grains. The energy minimum is shifted to larger inter--grain separations grain separations 
with increase of the size of dust clusters. The energetically fawith increase of the size of dust clusters. The energetically favorable vorable 
configurations could be due to the qualitative change in the placonfigurations could be due to the qualitative change in the plasma structure sma structure 
within the dust cluster with variations of the interwithin the dust cluster with variations of the inter--grain separations. grain separations. 
 For dust clusters with 7 and 19 grains and interFor dust clusters with 7 and 19 grains and inter--grain separations ~2grain separations ~2λλDeDe, the , the 
charge on grains and the floating potential per grain are yet dicharge on grains and the floating potential per grain are yet different from those fferent from those 
corresponding to a single isolated grain. This indicates longcorresponding to a single isolated grain. This indicates long--range, nonrange, non--linear linear 
plasma effects in the presence of dust clusters and plasma pertuplasma effects in the presence of dust clusters and plasma perturbations at rbations at 
distances much exceeding the electron Debye length. distances much exceeding the electron Debye length. 
 The observed stable configurations of grains The observed stable configurations of grains does not ensure the longdoes not ensure the long--term term 
thermal stability of dust clustersthermal stability of dust clusters. We need to consider that these are dynamically . We need to consider that these are dynamically 
evolving systems due to the complicated interplay between the chevolving systems due to the complicated interplay between the charging and the arging and the 
screening as well as the presence of external sources of plasma screening as well as the presence of external sources of plasma particles. particles. 

2.2. Initial Set2.2. Initial Set--up of Plasmaup of Plasma--Dust SystemDust System  dimensions of the domain: 10x10 dimensions of the domain: 10x10 mmmm with grid spacing with grid spacing 
50 50 μμmm (200x200 cells);(200x200 cells);

Fig. 1.Fig. 1. Representative sketch of the Representative sketch of the 
computational domain used in PIC computational domain used in PIC 
simulations of dust clusters. A dust simulations of dust clusters. A dust 
cluster with 19 grains immersed in an cluster with 19 grains immersed in an 
isotropic plasma is shown as green isotropic plasma is shown as green 
spheres. For visibility, the size of grains spheres. For visibility, the size of grains 
is increased by 10 times. is increased by 10 times. 

3. Computational Results3. Computational Results
3.1. The dust cluster with 19 grains in the isotropic and anisot3.1. The dust cluster with 19 grains in the isotropic and anisotropic plasmas ropic plasmas 

Fig. 2.Fig. 2. The distribution of plasma electrons (blue points) and ions (reThe distribution of plasma electrons (blue points) and ions (red points) within the dust cluster at time d points) within the dust cluster at time 
~5 ~5 μμss. The average distance between grains is ~170.1 . The average distance between grains is ~170.1 μμm (left), ~237.6 m (left), ~237.6 μμm (central) and ~572.2 m (central) and ~572.2 μμm (right).m (right).

 at large separations (>at large separations (>λλDeDe), there are isolated dense clouds of plasma ions surrounding th), there are isolated dense clouds of plasma ions surrounding the dust grains; e dust grains; 

3.2. The dust cluster with 7 grains3.2. The dust cluster with 7 grains in the isotropic plasmain the isotropic plasma

 on the domain's boundaries, the electric potential ~0 on the domain's boundaries, the electric potential ~0 V V 
(unperturbed bulk plasma); (unperturbed bulk plasma); 
 plasma parameters: plasma parameters: NNee = = NNii = 10= 101515 mm--33; ; TTee = 3 = 3 eVeV; ; ωωee ≈≈ 1.81.8··101099

ss--11;; TTii = 0.03 = 0.03 eVeV; ; λλDeDe ≈≈ 407.2 407.2 μμmm; ; λλDiDi ≈≈ 40.7 40.7 μμmm; ; λλDD ≈≈ 40.5 40.5 μμm; m; vvee
≈≈ 7.37.3··101055 m/sm/s; ; vvii ≈≈ 5.15.1··101033 m/sm/s; ; vvss ≈≈ 5.25.2··101044 m/sm/s;;
 the plasma is modeled as the plasma is modeled as collisionlesscollisionless; in a sphere with radius ; in a sphere with radius 
~~λλDeDe, the number of plasma particles , the number of plasma particles NNDD~33~33; ; number of number of λλDeDe per per 
domain's length ~25; time step ~0.02/domain's length ~25; time step ~0.02/ωωee ~10 ~10 fsfs;;

 total number of macrototal number of macro--particles (macroparticles (macro--electrons plus macroelectrons plus macro--
ions) initially placed within the computational domain ~2ions) initially placed within the computational domain ~2··101066

representing ~1 real plasma particle; representing ~1 real plasma particle; number of macronumber of macro--particles particles 
per cell ~50; per cell ~50; 
 new plasma particles are injected from the boundaries of the new plasma particles are injected from the boundaries of the 
computational domain with Maxwellian velocity distributions;  computational domain with Maxwellian velocity distributions;  
 dust clusters were preconfigured from insulating dust grains dust clusters were preconfigured from insulating dust grains 
with radius of 5 with radius of 5 μμmm; ; 

 dust clusters were placed near the center of the computational dust clusters were placed near the center of the computational domain; domain; in different PIC runs, in different PIC runs, the the 
separation distance between grains was varied around separation distance between grains was varied around λλDeDe; the charge and potential on grains was built ; the charge and potential on grains was built 
by absorbing the plasma macroby absorbing the plasma macro--particles until they start to fluctuate around an average value;particles until they start to fluctuate around an average value; PIC PIC 
simulations were run up to ~5 simulations were run up to ~5 μμss (~100 (~100 ion plasma periodsion plasma periods););

 at separations ~at separations ~λλDeDe and smaller, a uniform cloud of ions is formed covering the entand smaller, a uniform cloud of ions is formed covering the entire dust cluster;ire dust cluster;
 density of ions increases by ~8density of ions increases by ~8--10 times within the area of the dust cluster with decreasing its10 times within the area of the dust cluster with decreasing its size;size;

Fig. 3.Fig. 3. Evolution of the charge (a) and potential (b) on grains, and thEvolution of the charge (a) and potential (b) on grains, and the cute cut--off potential (c) on the grid at off potential (c) on the grid at 
Y=5 mm for the dust cluster with various separations between graY=5 mm for the dust cluster with various separations between grains. ins. 

 at large separations between grains, the charge and potential pat large separations between grains, the charge and potential per grain approach values of an isolated er grain approach values of an isolated 
grain: ~1.0022grain: ~1.0022··1010--1010 C/m and C/m and --8.25 V, respectively8.25 V, respectively; they decrease with decreasing the separation ; they decrease with decreasing the separation 
distance; multidistance; multi--well potential on the grid transforms to a single well potentialwell potential on the grid transforms to a single well potential at short separationsat short separations

Fig. 4.Fig. 4. Potential (a), kinetic (b) and total (c) energy as a function oPotential (a), kinetic (b) and total (c) energy as a function of time for various separations between grains. f time for various separations between grains. 

 configurations of the plasmaconfigurations of the plasma--dust system with interdust system with inter--grain separations ~230grain separations ~230--330 330 μμm is energetically m is energetically 
more favorable both in the potential and kinetic energy comparedmore favorable both in the potential and kinetic energy compared to other configurations with smaller or to other configurations with smaller or 
larger larger interinter--grain separations; the energy for cluster dissociation is >5.4 grain separations; the energy for cluster dissociation is >5.4 nJnJ

Fig. 6.Fig. 6. Distributions of plasma electrons (blue points) and ions (red pDistributions of plasma electrons (blue points) and ions (red points) within of the dust cluster with 7 grains oints) within of the dust cluster with 7 grains 
at time ~5 at time ~5 μμss. The separation between grains is ~171.1 . The separation between grains is ~171.1 μμm (left), ~232.9 m (left), ~232.9 μμm (central) and ~572.4 m (central) and ~572.4 μμm (right).m (right).
 formation of the common cloud of ions covering the dust clusterformation of the common cloud of ions covering the dust cluster is not observed for these separations is not observed for these separations 
since the individual ionic clouds do not completely overlap; howsince the individual ionic clouds do not completely overlap; however, the overlapping could occur at ever, the overlapping could occur at 
smaller separations; the similar behavior is observed for clustesmaller separations; the similar behavior is observed for clusters with three and two grains rs with three and two grains 

Fig. 7.Fig. 7. Potential (a), kinetic (b) and total (c) energy as a function oPotential (a), kinetic (b) and total (c) energy as a function of time for various separations between 7 grains. f time for various separations between 7 grains. 

 the potential energy of the plasmathe potential energy of the plasma--dust system increases with decreasing the interdust system increases with decreasing the inter--grain separation; the grain separation; the 
system of 7 grains is energetically stable with the intersystem of 7 grains is energetically stable with the inter--grain separation ~232.9 grain separation ~232.9 μμm due to a minimum of m due to a minimum of 
the kinetic energy of plasma ions; the energy for cluster dissocthe kinetic energy of plasma ions; the energy for cluster dissociation is ~1.8 iation is ~1.8 nJnJ; this behavior of the ; this behavior of the 
potential and kinetic energy is also observed for the dust clustpotential and kinetic energy is also observed for the dust clusters consisting of three and two grains ers consisting of three and two grains 

3.3. The dust cluster with 3 grains in the isotropic plasma 3.3. The dust cluster with 3 grains in the isotropic plasma 

Fig. 8.Fig. 8. Potential (a), kinetic (b) and total (c) energy as a function oPotential (a), kinetic (b) and total (c) energy as a function of time for various separations between 3 grains. f time for various separations between 3 grains. 

 the potential energy of the plasmathe potential energy of the plasma--dust system is a decreasing function of interdust system is a decreasing function of inter--grain separation; the grain separation; the 
kinetic energy of ions reaches a minimum at interkinetic energy of ions reaches a minimum at inter--grain separations about two ion Debye lengths; the grain separations about two ion Debye lengths; the 
energy for cluster dissociation is ~2 energy for cluster dissociation is ~2 nJnJ

3.4. The effect of dust grains on the plasma3.4. The effect of dust grains on the plasma

Fig. 9.Fig. 9. Evolution of the number of electrons and ions (a) in the computEvolution of the number of electrons and ions (a) in the computational domain, ational domain, 
the kinetic energy of electrons and ions (b), and the total potethe kinetic energy of electrons and ions (b), and the total potential energy (c) of the ntial energy (c) of the 
plasmaplasma--dust system with the dust clusters containing various number of dust system with the dust clusters containing various number of grains. grains. 

 with increase of the number of grains in the computational domawith increase of the number of grains in the computational domain: 1) the in: 1) the 
number of ions increases while the number of electrons drops; 2)number of ions increases while the number of electrons drops; 2) the kinetic the kinetic 
energy of ions grows substantially, while the kinetic energy of energy of ions grows substantially, while the kinetic energy of electrons electrons 
fluctuates slightly; 3) the potential energy of the plasmafluctuates slightly; 3) the potential energy of the plasma--grain system increases grain system increases 

Fig. 5.Fig. 5. The distribution of plasma ions (red points) and electrons (bluThe distribution of plasma ions (red points) and electrons (blue points) within a dust cluster at time ~5 e points) within a dust cluster at time ~5 
μμs for various ion drift velocities: s for various ion drift velocities: vvdd = 0.8= 0.8··vvss (left), (left), vvdd = 1.2= 1.2··vvss (central) and (central) and vvdd = 1.4= 1.4··vvss (right).(right). The separation The separation 
distance between grains is distance between grains is ~237.6 ~237.6 μμm. For visibility, the size of grains is enlarged by two times. m. For visibility, the size of grains is enlarged by two times. 

 the cloud of ions initially distributed uniformly within the duthe cloud of ions initially distributed uniformly within the dust cluster is blown out by the plasma flow st cluster is blown out by the plasma flow 
forming the ion wake behind the dust cluster; the ion focusing iforming the ion wake behind the dust cluster; the ion focusing in the wake region increases with n the wake region increases with vvdd

 the dust charging, the charge and potential on grains, the screthe dust charging, the charge and potential on grains, the screening of grains by plasma are all affected ening of grains by plasma are all affected 
due to the asymmetric flow of plasma ions; at due to the asymmetric flow of plasma ions; at vvdd ≥≥ 1.41.4··vvss it is observed that one of grains in the dust it is observed that one of grains in the dust 
cluster becomes cluster becomes positivelypositively charged, the others acquire negative chargescharged, the others acquire negative charges


